
Toton Unearthed Update 

Phase 2 (June 16
th

 – July 4
th

) 

Good weather has helped the seemingly swift development from a grassy mound to an 

archaeological site. Many walls have been unearthed dating from medieval stone walls to later 

Georgian brick walls. It appears that the stone possibly from the medieval house has been re-

used in places adding to the complication of the site.  Some stone walls sit on top of 18
th

 century 

pottery and some stone has been used as the foundation for the later brick building. At the 

western end a stone wall tantalising disappears under the parkland. This is where a few small 

sherds of medieval pottery was found. 

The latest discovery was a floor level possibly a step maybe from Tudor or Jacobean period. The 

tiled floor looks remarkably clean and undamaged. It was buried under demolition rubble of 

bricks but earlier than the latest phase of demolition that occurred in the mid 20
th

 century. 

Yesterday a small key was found with intricate pictures on each side. 

There has been a pleasing number of volunteers. Everyday there has been between six and 

twelve volunteers of all ages. We have all learnt new skills, and had fun The beavers, Brownies 

and Guides have visited the site and had a go at sieving, finds washing and recording. 

The site will be filled in at the end of this phase and re-seeded. Phase 3, the search for the 

watermill will begin on August 18
th

 for five weeks. 

Phase 3 

Walls , pits, floors and features are appearing in profusion. There are many brick floors and walls 

which may be part of some of the last phases of the mill. It changed from a water powered flour 

mill to steam powered some time in the 19
th

 century and then became a bone works and finally a 

soap works. One end of the brick building has a lovely curve, the question is why? Another puzzle 

is a channel and pit separated by a curving wall which is not tied into the brick walls. This pit was 

full of burnt bricks and ash and rubble. It looks as though the floor fell in or was demolished into 

the channel. The bottom appears to be thick clay. The walls of the channel are narrow bricks but 

the end wall of the pit the bricks are wider and seem to be later. We have speculated over this 

feature – coke hole? Smithy? Limekiln? Any suggestions welcome. 

Another floor and feature was found yesterday, which may or may not be connected with the 

water channel. Whatever it was another floor was added after this feature was abandoned. 

Unfortunately much of the mill is now under the basketball court but there is plenty still to dig 

for. It may be possible time and volunteers allowing to further reveal the side walls of the old 

stone mill. WE have the front of the stone wall, we have a step, we have the edge of the mill 

pond. We have a well shaped brick feature which may be a well a chimney, a feature for holding 

a cauldron to boil soap etc..... 

We are now in the middle of 5 weeks so only another 2 ½  weeks to go. Volunteers can sign up 

online toton unearthed website and will be very welcome. 

The site will be filled in on September 22
nd

 gibing a day – Sunday 21
st

 for “Show and Tell” – a 

space for visitors to see the final excavation and hear some of our theories and discoveries. It will 

be an afternoon event in Manor Farm Recreation Ground. 

 


